Introducing the CFC Gear Library

The Cascade Forest Conservancy Gear Library is designed to make our volunteer experiences comfortable and accessible to as many people as possible.

Support CFC Science and Restoration Volunteers! Donate your new or lightly used equipment to the CFC Gear Library

You can support the CFC Gear Library by donating your new or clean, lightly-used gear for volunteers to use and enjoy.

Please do not send gear or equipment in need of cleaning or repair.

REQUESTED ITEMS FOR DONATION:

- Tents (1, 2, 3, or 4-person)
- Tent footprints
- Sleeping bags (15°F and higher)
- Sleeping mats or pads
- Rain jackets
- Hiking boots (ideally over-the-ankle and waterproof)
- Day packs
- Headlamps
- Camping stoves

Donate gear and equipment by mail to our Vancouver office, or email trips@cascadeforest.org to schedule an in-person drop-off.

Cascade Forest Conservancy
500 W 8th St. Suite #270
Vancouver, WA 98660